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Notes:

BEST
Thermal Lined Grip Gloves
#10384  L

#10386  XL

Flex Seal Toilet Gasket
#55550  

january
new items

“I didn’t know you carried that!”

The Flex Seal Toilet

Gasket works on all

flanges currently on

the market. It allows

for multiple attempts

at setting the toilet

and is very easy to

stack for deep

flanges, while not

causing any clogs

from caving inward. It holds the bolts up and 

gasket in place leaving no more guess work. The

strong, flexible and resilient material moves with

the toilet making it the most user friendly gasket

out there. Most of all, it is guaranteed to last!

Light insulation allows work in cold conditions while

rubber coating on palm and fingers provide an 

excellent grip and abrasion resistance. These

Thermal-Lined Gripping Gloves conform to the 

natural curves of your hands providing the dexterity

and flexibility to handle tools and materials. Knit wrist

provides a snug fit. Thermal-Lined Gripping Gloves

contain a black thermal acrylic knit shell and a

dipped latex palm.

Warmth, Dexterity 

and Flexibility!
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Best 10 Line Order Promotion
Order any 10 different items from any of the 10 sections in our catalog

and recieve a FREE gift from Best of your choosing, shown below! 

Faucet Repairs Assortment 

Kit Boxes

Stems &

Cartridges

Flushometers &

Repair

Tank & Bowl

Repairs

Faucets, Fittings

& Valves
Tubular HVAC

Partition

Hardware &

Sundries

FREE GIFTS:

Best Beanie
#11612

Best Camo Hat
#11616

Best Red Hat
#11615

#99903   2011 Year-At-A-Glance Calendar 
(through March 2012)

#99905   Best Travel Mug

#10116   Best Pocket Knife

#10732   Mag-Lite Red Key Chain / Solitaire

#11853   Golf Ball - Sleeve (3)

#10909   Bolt & Thread Sizing Gauge

#99200007   Pocket Protector w/ 
Pen Pad & Screwdirver

#10248   6-in-1 Screwdriver

#99902   2012 Best Desk Calendar
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Tools


